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Billy and BlazeA Boy and His PonySimon and Schuster
This unique collection of "THE CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY CHEER: 180+ Novels, Tales &
Poems in One Volume (Illustrated Edition)" has been designed and formatted to the
highest digital standards. Contents: A Letter from Santa Claus (Mark Twain) A
Christmas Inspiration (Lucy Maud Montgomery) The Gift of the Magi (O. Henry) The
First Christmas Of New England (Harriet Beecher Stowe) The Holy Night (Selma
Lagerlöf) Christmas At Sea (Robert Louis Stevenson) The Little City of Hope (F. Marion
Crawford) Christmas in the Olden Time (Walter Scott) Life and Adventures of Santa
Claus (L. Frank Baum) The Twelve Days of Christmas Silent Night Ring Out, Wild Bells
(Alfred Lord Tennyson) Christmas with Grandma Elsie (Martha Finley) Little Lord
Fauntleroy (Frances Hodgson Burnett) Anne of Green Gables (Lucy Maud
Montgomery) Little Women (Louisa May Alcott) The Christmas Angel (Abbie Farwell
Brown) Black Beauty (Anna Sewell) Christmas In India (Rudyard Kipling) The
Christmas Child (Hesba Stretton) Granny's Wonderful Chair (Frances Browne) The
Romance of a Christmas Card (Kate Douglas Wiggin) Wind in the Willows (Kenneth
Grahame) The Birds' Christmas Carol (Kate Douglas Wiggin) The Wonderful Life Story of the life and death of our Lord (Hesba Stretton) A Merry Christmas & Other
Christmas Stories (Louisa May Alcott) Little Gretchen and the Wooden Shoe (Elizabeth
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Harrison) Where Love Is, God Is (Leo Tolstoy) Peter Pan and Wendy (J. M. Barrie) The
Wonderful Wizard of OZ (L. Frank Baum) The Christmas Angel (Abbie Farwell Brown)
The Tale of Peter Rabbit (Beatrix Potter) Toinette and the Elves (Susan Coolidge) The
Heavenly Christmas Tree (Fyodor Dostoevsky) At the Back of the North Wind (George
MacDonald) Christmas at Thompson Hall (Anthony Trollope) Thurlow's Christmas Story
(John Kendrick Bangs) Christmas Every Day (William Dean Howells) The Lost Word
(Henry van Dyke) The Nutcracker and the Mouse King (E. T. A. Hoffmann)...
Pippa Funnell is the golden girl of the British equestrian scene - but it hasn't always
been so. She seemed doomed to be a 'misser' in the really big competitions, lacking
that special ingredient that makes a true champion. Everything began to change for her
in 1999 when her results, including her first European title, were excellent, but it was at
the Sydney Olympics that she really came of age, winning a silver medal. Since
Sydney, Pippa went from strength to strength. She completed the double of European
Championships in 2001, she won Badminton in 2002, and in 2003 won the Rolex Grand
Slam and was awarded Sportswoman of the Year by the Sunday Times. In 2004 Pippa
was a double Olympic medallist in Athens, and this autobiography includes her Olympic
diary, as she records the ups and downs of the competition, the triumph of the
dressage, her cross-country round and the showjump down that cost her a gold medal.
As if all this were not enough, there was the controversy of the medals being
reallocated on appeal, meaning Pippa won both a silver and a bronze.
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With Cameo sold to upgrade their family horse truck, 11-year-old Kelly has to find a
new pony for just a fraction of the cost. Her troubled search ends when she meets
Koolio. She is convinced the gorgeous grey is a champion in the making. But Koolio
also comes with some big problems. Within weeks poor Kelly is battered and bruised
and ready to give up on him. That is, until her big sister Vicki comes up with a plan that
could change everything. Will Koolio get past his bad behavior to become the winner
Kelly and her sisters believe he can be? This story of generosity and confidence
restored is inspired by the Wilson Sisters' early years.
Twenty Years Combining Horses, People and Therapy Brown Pony Series Book One:
Introduction to Hippotherapy This book offers a vignette of hippotherapy appropriate for
parents and children considering hippotherapy treatment, and expresses clearly the
differences of hippotherapy and the therapeutic use of horses.
Misty’s Twilight is part thouroughbred, part Chinoteague pony, and one hundred
percent fire and talent. A direct descendant of the most famous pony ever, Misty of
Chinoteague, Twilight has greatness in her blood. Now it’s her turn to shine, perhaps
as a cutting horse, a jumper, or in the graceful art of dressage. Can Twilight, whose
ancestors were wild ponies living on an untamed island, do it? Can she compete
against the best horses in the world...and win?
This marvelous book, borne of a unique collaboration between Dr. Allen Schoen—a
world-renowned veterinarian and author—and trainer and competitor of many years
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Susan Gordon, introduces the 25 Principles of Compassionate Equitation. These
Principles, conceived by Dr. Schoen and Gordon, are a set of developmental
guidelines, encouraging a level of personal awareness that may be enacted not only
through the reader's engagement with horses, but can be extended to all humans and
sentient beings he or she encounters. The 25 Principles share stories and outline
current, peer-reviewed studies that identify and support methods of training, handling,
and caring for horses that constitute a safe, healthy, non-stressful, and pain-free
environment. Through their Compassionate Equestrian program, the authors
encourage all involved in the horse industry to approach training and handling with
compassion and a willingness to alleviate suffering. By developing deeper compassion
for their own horses, and subsequently, all equines, equestrians transcend their
differences in breed preferences, riding disciplines, and training methodologies. This
leads to the ability to empathize and connect more closely with the “global collective”
of horses and horse people. In doing so, a worldwide community of compassionate
equine practitioners and horse owners will emerge, which will not only benefit the
horses: People involved with horses are found in many influential segments of society
and have the potential to affect wide circles of friends, acquaintances, and co-workers
from every walk of life. These are simple changes any horse person can make that can
have a vast impact on the horse industry and society as a whole.
In her latest thriller, New York Times bestselling author Tami Hoag takes readers on a
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suspense-filled ride of shocks and twists leading to an explosive finish. It is the story of
an ex-cop, a missing girl, and a killer locked in a race where there can be only one
winner--and the losers die trying. In a trailer in a Florida swamp, time is running out for
eighteen year-old Erin Seabright. A pawn in a kidnapper's terrifying game for a ransom
no one can pay, her last hope is a washed-up ex-cop who has already lost it all-not
once, but twice. The wealthy world of the Palm Beach horse set seems a long way from
a cop's world in the narcotics division. A lifetime ago, undercover sheriff's detective
Elena Estes worked the mean streets and BackTop alleys, living by her wits and
playing the long odds until she took one risk too many. Now Estes lives on the ragged
edge of lost hope and self-hatred, hiding from the past and believing she doesn't
deserve to have a future. But the past is about to come back with a vengeance, and the
future is about to become a race between life and death. A young woman is missing
and her twelve year-old stepsister comes to Estes for help. No one but serious,
studious Molly Seabright seems concerned about what's happened to her troubled
older sister. But Molly is convinced Erin is in danger. Estes has no P.I. license, no
interest in a new career, and no desire to break her self-imposed exile. But the more
she learns about the people Erin Seabright was involved with, the more her longdormant cop instincts come back to life. One trip to the show grounds where Erin
worked as a groom, and Estes is quickly pulled to the dark side of a glamorous sport.
Behind the glittering, ultra-rich facade is an ultra-ruthless world of drugs, payoffs, and
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dirty deals. A world of dissolute playboys and crooked horse-dealers, of royalty and
rabble, of rivals and enemies. An obscenely wealthy world where anything can be had
for a price--including a life. And in that world stalks a killer who will lead Estes down a
dark, twisted trail of decadence and deceit, mayhem and murder--from the gilded life of
Palm Beach to the darkest corners of the Florida swamps, to a final show-down that
could cost her everything. A race against time and evil. A race in which Estes is the
dark horse--and no one is betting on her to win.
A wondrous story of adventure and friendship featuring a group of women who ride
Icelandic horses. "Blame it or praise it, there is no denying the wild horse in us." Virgina Woolf Each June, Tory Bilski meets up with fellow women travelers in Reykjavik
where they head to northern Iceland, near the Greenland Sea. They escape their
ordinary lives to live an extraordinary one at a horse farm perched at the edge of the
world. If only for a short while. When they first came to Thingeyar, these women were
strangers to one another. The only thing they had in common was their passion for
Icelandic horses. However, over the years, their relationships with each other deepens,
growing older together and keeping each other young. Combining the self-discovery of
Eat, Pray, Love, the sense of place of Under the Tuscan Sun, and the danger of Wild,
Wild Horses of the Summer Sun revels in Tory's quest for the "wild" inside her. These
women leave behind the usual troubles at home: illnesses, aging parents, troubled
teenagers, financial worries and embrace their desire for adventure. Buoyed by their
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friendships with each other and their growing attachments and bonds with the
otherworldly horses they ride, the warmth of Thingeyrar's midnight sun carries these
women through the rest of the year's trials and travails. Filled with adventure and fresh
humor, as well as an incredible portrait of Iceland and its remarkable equines, Wild
Horses of the Summer Sun will enthrall and delight not just horse lovers, but those of us
who yearn for a little more wild in everyday life.
ONE OF USA TODAY'S “20 SUMMER BOOKS YOU WON'T WANT TO MISS” In the
bestselling tradition of works by such authors as Susan Orlean and Mary Roach, a New
York Times reporter and Pulitzer Prize finalist explores why so many people—including
herself—are obsessed with horses. It may surprise you to learn that there are over
seven million horses in America—even more than when they were the only means of
transportation—and nearly two million horse owners. Acclaimed journalist and avid
equestrian Sarah Maslin Nir is one of them; she began riding horses when she was just
two years old and hasn’t stopped since. Horse Crazy is a fascinating, funny, and
moving love letter to these graceful animals and the people who—like her—are obsessed
with them. It is also a coming-of-age story of Nir growing up an outsider within the
world’s most elite inner circles, and finding her true north in horses. Nir takes readers
into the lesser-known corners of the riding world and profiles some of its most
captivating figures. We meet Monty Roberts, the California trainer whose prowess
earned him the nickname “the man who listens to horses,” and his pet deer; George
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and Ann Blair, who at their riding academy on a tiny island in Manhattan’s Harlem
River seek to resurrect the erased legacy of the African American cowboy; and
Francesca Kelly, whose love for an Indian nobleman shaped her life’s mission: to
protect an endangered Indian breed of horse and bring them to America. Woven into
these compelling character studies, Nir shares her own moving personal narrative. She
details her father’s harrowing tale of surviving the Holocaust, and describes an
enchanted but deeply lonely upbringing in Manhattan, where horses became her family.
She found them even in the middle of the city, in a stable disguised in an old townhouse
and in Central Park, when she chased down truants as an auxiliary mounted patrol
officer. And she speaks candidly of how horses have helped her overcome heartbreak
and loss. Infused with heart and wit, and with each chapter named after a horse Nir has
loved, Horse Crazy is an unforgettable blend of beautifully written memoir and first-rate
reporting.
From tiny ponies to heavy draught horses and rapid thoroughbreds, explore the history
and variety of this noble animal that helped shape human history. A stunning
celebration of the equine world, The Horse Encyclopedia is a fully illustrated book about
horses and ponies, featuring over 150 breeds and types, including all those recognized
by national horse societies. First domesticated around 6000 years ago, horses rapidly
became invaluable to humans. They pulled chariots and plows, and became essential
to transport and war. In this comprehensive volume, you will discover breeds from all
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over the world, from imposing Shires whose ancestors carried knights in chainmail into
battle, to thoroughbreds bred to run like the wind and Lipizzanas that can execute
exquisite dressage moves such as the capriole where they jump with all four feet off the
ground. The Horse Encyclopedia gives concise details of each breed, including its
origins and anatomy, as well as famous individuals such as Secretariat, who is widely
regarded as one of the greatest racehorses of all. This dazzling guide also includes
expert advice on horse care, feeding and grooming, and horse health, making this a
truly wonderful gift for all horse riders and equine enthusiasts.
The entertainment world lost many notable talents in 2018, including movie icon Burt
Reynolds, “Queen of Soul” Aretha Franklin, celebrity chef and food critic Anthony
Bourdain, bestselling novelist Anita Shreve and influential Chicago blues artist Otis
Rush. Obituaries of actors, filmmakers, musicians, producers, dancers, composers,
writers, animals and others associated with the performing arts who died in 2018 are
included. Date, place and cause of death are provided for each, along with a career
recap and a photograph. Filmographies are given for film and television performers.
Books in this annual series are available dating to 1994—a subscription is available for
future volumes.
Within riding exists a fundamental conflict of interest: The rider needs to have control—her
confidence depends on her ability to control the balance of her own body as well as that of her
very powerful horse. The horse, by nature, needs to feel free—free in both mind and body to
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express himself through movement. In When Two Spines Align, author Beth Baumert, writer
and editor at the equestrian magazine Dressage Today, resolves the freedom-control enigma
by taking a close look at the individual components that make up riding and dressage and
providing practical ways riders can learn to harness the balance, energies, and forces at play.
Readers will discover how to use “positive tension” and their body’s “power lines” to become
balanced and effective in the saddle. They will then find ways to understand and manage the
horse's balance and “coordination challenges.” Ultimately, the rider learns to regulate and
monitor the horse's rhythm, energy, flexion, alignment, bend, and line of travel by properly
aligning her spine with his. When the center of gravity of a balanced rider is over the center of
gravity of a balanced horse, that place where two spines align becomes the hub for rider and
horse harmony.
Bethany Webb is totally centered on her career as a world class equestrienne and has no time
to devote to romance. Handsome Bret Hall is also in the same boat, until he crosses paths with
Bethany and suddenly his focus is changed.
www.paloalto-bilingual-adventures.com This fifth book in the bilingual Palo Alto adventure
series finds Juanita and her friends excitedly meeting the first truckload of horses for the new
Hacienda Palo Alto equestrian center. Her hopes of becoming an accomplished equestrian like
her cousins are dashed by controls set by her stepfather and the battle between two rival
television stations, both wanting to film the opening of theTarascan tomb.. Leora’s cousin,
Ashley, joins Nicolas in his archeological dig in the Hidden Valley as his archeologists parents
prepare the tomb's opening. Luis begins to learn to ride the wily pony, Payaso. Growing
excitement over the opening of the tomb spreads and the date becomes a worldwide event.
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Abuelita and a French chief plan a banquet for over a thousand people using the ancient
recipes from the old hacienda. The event exceeds their wildest expectations. Leora, Juanita,
Pedro, and Rafael compete in their first jumping meet. Afterwards, the young riders are invited
to march in the Ciudad Juárez 16th of September parade and to visit Mariana and Nicolas’
grandfather's ranch in Santa Fe, New Mexico. Pedro and Juanita are filled with excitement;
they have never flown nor visited the United States! While at the ranch, the young friends
discover the clues to the last great secret of Hacienda Palo Alto. While showing their great
aunt Elena the changes made in rebuilding the old ruins, the elderly lady points out to Elena
and Carlos an important part of the building that had remained hidden ever since she left it at
15 during the Mexican Revolution. The two young couples wed at the hacienda decorated in its
ancient glory with the young Palo Alto friends as their attendants.
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune
and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country. With
award-winning writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater
and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the
energy and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an
idea.
A 'feel good', coming of age series, for horse-mad girls, teens, and those 'young at heart'.
Called a 'Must Read' by Horse & Hound and 'The stuff of Horse Lover's Dreams' by Reader's
Favorite. Included several times in the Pony Magazine's best horse book recommendations.
Leaving The City tells the story of Cate Sullivan, who moves to the English countryside with
her family and palomino pony, Odette. Things don't go as smoothly as Cate anticipates, but
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she soon makes friends with Violet and Tabby from Pony Club, and the eccentric neighbour
Sophia. The girls' lives will be intertwined in ways they could never have imagined thanks to
their shared passion for horses.
*THE TOP 10 BESTSELLER FROM THE MOST DECORATED BRITISH FEMALE OLYMPIAN
IN HISTORY* 'Refreshingly honest [...] a highly enjoyable, fascinating read.' Horse and Hound
_______________________________________________ "To ride into that arena, next to a
sea of British flags and hear the roar of clapping and cheering, was so exciting. It's a sound I
will never, ever forget." Charlotte Dujardin and her charismatic horse Valegro burst onto the
international sports scene with their record-breaking performance at the London, 2012
Olympics. The world was captivated by the young woman with the dazzling smile and her
dancing horse. But no one quite knew what it took to get there, nor how hard the path to
success would be - until now. Dujardin began riding horses at the age of two, but dressage
was firmly the domain of the wealthy, not the life of a girl from a middle-class family. Her
parents sacrificed all and with a undeterred focus, Charlotte left school at 16 to follow her
dream. When she was invited to be a groom for the British Olympian Carl Hester, she began to
ride Valegro, a dark bay gelding and an unbreakable bond was formed. This is their incredible
story.

The Pony Detectives are super-excited to be going to their first pony camp. And they're
even more excited to discover that eventing celebrity Lily Simpson lives near the camp
site! When Lily's competition pony, Foxy, disappears from his field, do the other
campers know more about the disappearance than they are letting on? The fifth book in
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the adventure-filled PONY DETECTIVES mysteries.
This book is a chronicle of my journey toward discovering what horses have to teach us
about leadership and living in a community. We are at a time in our history in which the
word "lead" has become the latest four-letter word. These days being a leader is seen
as an all consuming, often thankless job. It was the love of a horse that inspired me to
rediscover what leadership is really all about. As you read this book, you will be taken
on a very personal journey by many gifted horse teachers who invite you to rediscover
what the word "lead" means to you.
The equestrian pursuit known as Cowboy Dressage melds the best of Western riding
traditions and classical dressage in the pursuit of a harmonious relationship with a
horse. Intended to be accessible to all, Cowboy Dressage is open to all breeds and all
levels of riders; there isn’t a set frame for overall look, head carriage, or action. Lifelong
horsewoman Jessica Black traces the evolution of Cowboy Dressage back to its roots,
sharing the story of Eitan and Debbie Beth-Halachmy and their phenomenal Morgan
horses that have served as the movement’s ambassadors. Black then expertly weaves
Eitan Beth-Halachmy's experience and expertise into an engaging and articulate
explanation of the philosophy of Cowboy Dressage; defines the expectations of the
rider; describes what a participant needs in terms of equipment; and explores how the
most important element—the horse—should be prepared. A wonderful and thorough
section on groundwork, as well as specific training advice for achieving engagement,
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regulating the gaits, smoothing transitions, and balancing bend and straightness, get
the reader started with a solid foundation. Specific descriptions of the Cowboy
Dressage tests are provided, with additional tools for those interested in competition,
including rules, divisions, and how to execute and judge tests.
Celebrate all things horsey with this sweet collection of poems that’s perfect for the
little equestrian in your life. Calling all pony lovers! This poetry collection, chock full of
horses, is sure to delight young readers, whether they dream of being a cowgirl or a
knight, becoming an equestrian, or simply making a pony friend of their own. These
short, rhyming poems are perfect for read-aloud sharing.
"In 1954, Annie Wilkins, a sixty-three-year-old farmer from Maine, embarked on an
impossible journey. She had no relatives left, she'd lost her family farm to back taxes,
and her doctor had just given her two years to live--but only if she 'lived restfully.' ...
Instead, she decided she wanted to see the Pacific Ocean just once before she died.
She bought a cast-off brown gelding named Tarzan, donned men's dungarees, loaded
up her horse, and headed out from Maine in mid-November, hoping to beat the snow.
She had no map, no GPS, no phone. But she had her ex-racehorse, her faithful mutt,
and her own unfailing belief that Americans would treat a stranger with kindness"-Presents two stories featuring Issie in which she tries to train Comet the pony to be a
champion showjumper and competes in a race to rescue Storm, a stolen colt.

The first book in the classic, beloved Billy and Blaze series, from renowned
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author C.W. Anderson. Billy was a little boy who “loved horses more than
anything else in the world.” Imagine how happy he was when he got his very own
pony for his birthday! From that day on, Billy was seldom seen without his new
friend, Blaze. Riding through fields and woods, Billy and Blaze learned to trust
and understand one another—and to jump over fences and fallen trees with ease.
They were a great team, but were they good enough to win the gleaming silver
cup at the Mason Horse Show? This is the first book in the classic Billy and Blaze
series. Sensitive drawings and easy-to-read words capture the warmth and
gentle understanding between a boy and his horse.
This carefully crafted ebook: “CHRISTMAS ESSENTIALS - The Greatest Novels,
Tales & Poems for The Holiday Season: 180+ Titles in One Volume (Illustrated)”
is formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents: A
Letter from Santa Claus (Mark Twain) A Christmas Inspiration (Lucy Maud
Montgomery) The Gift of the Magi (O. Henry) The First Christmas Of New
England (Harriet Beecher Stowe) The Holy Night (Selma Lagerlöf) Christmas At
Sea (Robert Louis Stevenson) The Little City of Hope (F. Marion Crawford)
Christmas in the Olden Time (Walter Scott) Life and Adventures of Santa Claus
(L. Frank Baum) The Twelve Days of Christmas Silent Night Ring Out, Wild Bells
(Alfred Lord Tennyson) Christmas with Grandma Elsie (Martha Finley) Little Lord
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Fauntleroy (Frances Hodgson Burnett) Anne of Green Gables (Lucy Maud
Montgomery) Little Women (Louisa May Alcott) The Christmas Angel (Abbie
Farwell Brown) Black Beauty (Anna Sewell) Christmas In India (Rudyard Kipling)
The Christmas Child (Hesba Stretton) Granny's Wonderful Chair (Frances
Browne) The Romance of a Christmas Card (Kate Douglas Wiggin) Wind in the
Willows (Kenneth Grahame) The Birds' Christmas Carol (Kate Douglas Wiggin)
The Wonderful Life - Story of the life and death of our Lord (Hesba Stretton) A
Merry Christmas & Other Christmas Stories (Louisa May Alcott) Little Gretchen
and the Wooden Shoe (Elizabeth Harrison) Where Love Is, God Is (Leo Tolstoy)
Peter Pan and Wendy (J. M. Barrie) The Wonderful Wizard of OZ (L. Frank
Baum) The Christmas Angel (Abbie Farwell Brown) The Tale of Peter Rabbit
(Beatrix Potter) Toinette and the Elves (Susan Coolidge) The Heavenly
Christmas Tree (Fyodor Dostoevsky) At the Back of the North Wind (George
MacDonald) Christmas at Thompson Hall (Anthony Trollope) Thurlow's
Christmas Story (John Kendrick Bangs) Christmas Every Day (William Dean
Howells) The Lost Word (Henry van Dyke) The Nutcracker and the Mouse King
(E. T. A. Hoffmann) The Little Match Girl ...
When nine-year-old Vicki Wilson's beloved lease pony is sold, she is
heartbroken. Her family doesn't have much money, and she is desperate to have
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a pony of her own so she can keep riding. Then Vicki has the chance she has
been waiting for, to tame and train her own wild pony! How will she earn the trust
of her beautiful new chestnut? And will Dandy ever be quiet enough for her to
ride at Pony Club or compete at Ribbon Days? This story is inspired by the
Wilson Sisters' early years, where Vicki, Kelly and Amanda Wilson first encounter
horses in the wild and learn what it takes to make them champions.
A poetic and critically acclaimed historical novel set in 1840s New England that
touches on prejudice, dangerous secrets, and the true meaning of family. Daniel
Linnehan is an indentured servant no more. He has his papers, his beloved
horse, Ivy, and a new direction in life. But in 1840s Massachusetts, a scruffylooking Irish teenager wearing fine clothes and riding an even finer horse is
asking for trouble. After innocent Daniel winds up beaten and in the constable's
custody, the peddler Jonathan Stocking takes him under his wing. Billy, a young
boy also traveling with Mr. Stocking, is not thrilled that the two must work
together in a traveling circus. And when Daniel realizes that Billy is actually a girl
in disguise, pieces of Billy's troubled family life come to light. All too soon, past
secrets catch up to them, bringing danger and heartache.
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